
NEW WATER SLIDES BY

Leader in water attraction industry in Central – East Europe. „Firma Mazur” deals with designing, production and installation of the equipment and water 

attractions for water parks, playgrounds, public pools, private and hotel pools. We have been supplying products and services for over 25 years delivering 

entertainment, need for cooperation and the development of the physical culture.

GALACTIC RIDE
This slide is all about swinging in a space full of special effects. Raftings add the feeling of 

flying in an intergalactic space. 

WILD STREAM

Width                                     2000 mm

Landing                      Catching pool / pool

Coating 

Flow rate                     1 000 - 2 000 m3/h

Body slide

Raftings                                       1-2 people

L-RTM

SPECIFICATION

Jump in and imagine you are sminning with the water stream of a warm river. This slide 

brings joy for people of all ages. 

Width                                       2400 mm

Landing                      Catching pool / pool

Coating 

Flow rate                                      400 m3/h 

Body slide

Raftings                                      2-4 people

L-RTM

SPECIFICATION
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MEGAPHONE SLIDE
You say "WOW" when you see it. You screem "WOW" when you slide side by side in it. 

You say "WOW" when coming out of it. Just try. 

MUSHROOM SLIDE

Width                                     9000 mm

Landing                      Catching pool / pool

Coating 

Flow rate                           120 + 90 m3/h 

Body slide

Raftings

L-RTM

              

SPECIFICATION

 9000

What goes around - comes around! Here you just have to focus on making as many circles

as possible. Instead of falling into deep pool, you will easily slide to the catching pool.

Width                             1200 / 1400 mm

Landing                      Catching pool / pool

Coating 

Flow rate                           120 + 60 m3/h 

Body slide

Raftings / mats                            1 person

L-RTM

SPECIFICATION
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4-TEEN SLIDE
Classic slide for raftings. Simple shape, full range of special effect in most attractive value.

TWELVEE SLIDE

Width                                     1200 mm

Landing                       Catching pool / pool

Coating 

Flow rate                                  120 m3/h

Body slide

Raftings

L-RTM

SPECIFICATION

Looks so common, but brings much more comfort comparing to the standard pipe 1000 mm 

wide. Therefore it's dedicated for kids with adults. 

Width                                      1400 mm

Landing                      Catching pool / pool

Coating 

Flow rate                                  120 m3/h 

Body slide

Raftings                                         2 people

L-RTM

SPECIFICATION
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Leader in water attraction industry in Central – East Europe. „Firma Mazur” deals with designing, production and installation of the equipment and water 

attractions for water parks, playgrounds, public pools, private and hotel pools. We have been supplying products and services for over 25 years delivering 

entertainment, need for cooperation and the development of the physical culture.
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WATER SLIDES CARNIVAL

The WSC water park on trucks is fully 

independent, fast to assembly and 

movable attraction - therefore it is a 

new business opportunity for sunny 

and crowded places.

GOGGLE SLIDE

Width                                       2400 mm

Landing                      Catching pool / pool

Coating 

Flow rate                             2 x 120 m3/h 

Body slide

Raftings

L-RTM

SPECIFICATION

This slide is the best supplier of adrenaline. Due to the competition characteristic, this slide 

wakes up the desire of repeating the slides to beat the record of the day, the competition 

with friend and the search of the speed limit. 

Space                                    30 x 50m

No. of trucks                                  9

Spiral slide length                      45m 

Straight slide length                  15m

Multislide length                        15m                   

Water playground                13 x 6m

Water filtration system       Included

Assembly                                  1 day
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